1121 Cathcart Rd
Glasgow, Lanarkshire G42 9BD
Scotland

Phone: 0141 633 0414

French Polisher What does the title French Polisher mean to you? Perhaps it makes you think of times past, an old workshop with maybe a kindly old craftsman looking over half glasses, nodding knowingly. Well maybe he exists somewhere, but he is now more likely to be working in a modern place, aided by machinery and suffering noise from compressors supplying spray equipment with air extraction fans humming, with the hiss of spray guns applying modern finishing materials that bear little resemblance to French polish. At Furniture Diamond French Polishers the only way is the old way.

Services • French polishing• Re-gluing and structural repair• Fire and water damage repair• Antique restoration• Pet damage restoration• Precision repair of nicks, scratches and gouges• Removal of heat and water marks• Restoration refinishing• Stripping and refinishing